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ABSTRACT 
Hong Kong has experienced turbulent changes in the travel and tourism 
industry in recent years. In terms of macro environment, it is affected by factors such 
as worldwide political and economic prospect. Whereas micro aspects like visitor 
arrival patterns, infrastructure improvement, hotel property development and airline 
company reorganizations impact the increasingly complex industry environment. The 
situation is more complicated by the sovereignty handover in 1997 and the positive 
expectation of China's entry to the World Trade Organization. 
In year 2000, the world is overwhelmed with the issue of information 
technology. It is unquestionable that the Internet creates a huge, interactive and 
boundary-less market place for any industry. In the travel and tourism industry, new 
marketing strategies already existed, such as online plane tickets booking, online car 
rental and online hotel searching. 
This paper intends to give an overview of the recent travel and tourism sector 
in Hong Kong and to discuss the changes and trends in the new era. It further 
discusses alternative ways to promote Hong Kong with progressive development of 
information technology, together with a brief introduction of an Intelligent Itinerary 
Planning Model based on the concept of one-to-one marketing to promote Hong Kong 
as the best city for travelers. 
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With the formation of the Hong Kong Tourist Association ‘ in the 1957, 
tourism industry began in Hong Kong in the late 50s. In the early days, most visitors 
were not from Asia. But since the mid-1980s, Asian tourists made up of 
approximately 75% of all visitors. 
Despite steady growth, Hong Kong's tourism industry has gone through its 
hard time. The most obvious initial effect is shown by the loss in the number of 
Japanese and other Asian tourists. Visitors were physically deterred by the avian flu 
virus found in late 1997 and also the confusion about the closure of Kai Tak 
International Airport. 
Psychologically, visitors were influenced by some underlying factors 
accounting for the declining tourism industry. The most typical one refers to the 
handover of Hong Kong to China in 1997. Furthermore, with the rise of other regional 
centres in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and even Mainland China, Hong Kong's leading 
‘On 1 April 2001’ the Hong Kong Tourist Association (HKTA) was reconstituted and renamed 
under Government Ordinance as the Hong Kong Tourism Board. But as collection of information for 
this paper was done before April 2001, we continue to use the name of HKTA as referring to Hong 
Kong Tourism Board throughout this paper. 
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position as a retailing centre has been impaired. The situation was complicated by the 
prolonged economic downturn brought by the Asian Financial Crisis. 
In the second half of 1998，the industry started to pick up again. With the new 
airport in Chek Lap Kok operating at better capacity and efficiency, number of 
visitors surged up. In 1999, travel and tourism industry in Hong Kong fully resumed 
to its growth before 1997, particularly marked by the rising number of business 
travelers and mainland visitors. 
The Hong Kong Tourist Association has put a lot of effort in preserving the 
prosperity of tourism industry. Established in 1957, HKTA is the official body to 
promote tourism. Up to now, it has about 1460 members from various tourism-related 
industries, including airlines, hotels, travel agents, retail businesses, restaurants and 
other visitor service establishments. 
After the handover of Hong Kong to China in 1997, HKTA aimed to 
reposition the small island with a unique identity by globally marketing and 
repackaging Hong Kong under the theme "We are Hong Kong — City of Life" in 1998. 
To enhance the standard of service offered, the HKTA has launched a Quality 
Tourism Service Scheme, which aims to improve the overall service standards among 
retailers and restaurants. The HKTA has also conducted a "Be a Good Host" 
campaign to arouse public awareness the importance of being hospitable to visitors. 
Regarding the ease of access to Hong Kong, HKTA streamlined the entry 
arrangements for travelers f rom Taiwan and Mainland China to facilitate their entry. 
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Agreements were made with the Mainland authorities on a series of new arrangements 
such as relaxation of the daily quota and simplification of entry procedures. 
For better coordination within various Government tourism development 
parties，the Tourism Commission was formed in May 1999 to provide better policy 
support. The Government also appointed a new Commission for Tourism to lead the 
development of tourism in Hong Kong. In order for the business sector and the 
Government to work closely together, a Tourism Strategy Group, consisting of 
representatives from the Government, the HKTA and different sectors of the tourism 
industry, was established to advise the Government on tourism development from a 
strategic perspective. 
With the aim to make Hong Kong a much more visitor-friendly and a world-
class destination, the Tourism Strategy Group has drawn up an Action Programme 
listing out more than 50 short term and long term goals regarding tourism 
development. The most striking plan is the joint venture between the Government and 
The Walt Disney Company to build a world-class international theme park at Penny's 
Bay on Lantau Island, with a 1400-room Disney theme resort hotel complex and a 
retail, dining and entertainment centre. The first phase of Hong Kong Disneyland is 
planned to open in 2005. 
Other plans include the cable car f rom Tung Chung to Ngong Ping on Lantau, 
an International Wetland Park at Tin Shui Wai, the construction of a new performance 
venue at the West Kowloon Reclamation, and the implementation of pilot schemes for 
tourist district enhancement in the Central and Western District. There are also 
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initiatives for visitor signage improvements at Stanley and development of a 
fisherman's wharf at Aberdeen. 
Further, a HK$100 million loan was provided to HKTA by the Government 
for setting up the International Events Fund to support international events in Hong 
Kong for a period of five years. A successful event was the recent "Hong Kong 




HONG KONG'S TRAVEL AND TOURISM INDUSTRY 
II.a. Performance in 2000 
According to results recorded by WTO Secretariat up to August 2000, 
international tourist arrivals reached 664 million last year, symbolizing a 4.4% 
increase over the prior year. Hong Kong is no exception, with marked recovery on its 
tourism industry after the sovereignty handover in 1997. The figures for both receipts 
and arrivals in Hong Kong increased more than two folds than the global average, 
according to WTO estimates, which expect growth of 4.5% and 7.4% respectively. 
Information released recently by Hong Kong Tourist Association shows that 
visitor arrivals in 2000 was 13.06 million, a 15.3% increase compared to 11.3 million 
visitors in 1999. There is no doubt that Hong Kong is still the most popular single city 
destination in Asia. The outstanding performance makes Hong Kong ranked 14山 in 
the WTO's overall rankings of world tourism arrivals. It is also the only city in the top 
15, whereas all others being countries. 
In 1999, total tourism receipts was $HK56 billion while in 2000, respective 
figure was $HK61.5 billion, a rise of 9.4%. Travel and tourism industry in Hong 
Kong contributed 7% out of the US$111.5 billion foreign exchange reserves recorded 
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at the end of January 2001. Clearly, the growing trend of the travel and tourism sector 
makes it one of Hong Kong's largest earners of foreign exchange. 
The largest share of visitors is from Mainland, accounting for 29% this year 
when compared to 28.3% last year, followed by 18.27% from Taiwan and 13.44% 
from North Asia. Out of the HK$59 billion spending by visitors, tourists from 
Mainland are top on the list, with spending of HK$ 18.29 billion, representing 30.8% 
of the total. However, they are not the one who spent most individually. Visitors spent 
on average HK$4539 per capita during their stay in Hong Kong where those visitors 
from the Americas spent most, with per capita spending of HK$4,965, followed by 
those from Mainland with per capita spending of HK$4,831. Shopping accounted for 
50.2% of all visitors spending, while hotel bills and meals follow with 25.9% and 
14.3% respectively. 
Il.b. Plans in 2001 
On 14 February 2001，the Chairman of Hong Kong Tourist Association, The 
Hon Mrs. Selina Chow, JP announced that for 2001, they had a prudent but positive 
forecast of 7.8% growth in arrivals to 14.075 million, and an 8.8% upsurge in receipts 
to HK$66.95 billion. 
In order to meet its aims in bringing more visitors, encouraging them to stay 
longer，to increase their spending and to visit more of our lesser known spots, the 
HKTA is going to launch a major event in April called City of Life: Hong Kong Is It! 
The objective of this event is to promote Hong Kong ' s huge variety of attractions and 
cultural heritage both domestically and globally. 
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A majority of 55% of resources this year will be spent on capturing the higher-
yielding long-haul markets, such as arrivals from Americas and Europe. The budget 
will also be dedicated to persuade local and overseas organizations to bring to Hong 
Kong more conventions and incentive travel business. This is due to the fact that such 
type of visitors tends to stay twice as long and spends three times as much as a leisure 
visitor. 
With the rapid development of web business, the importance of on-line 
marketing is well recognized. Knowing that the World Wide Web is an ideal medium 
for promoting Hong Kong, the new DiscoverHongKong. com web site has attracted 
over 25 million hits a month. To make Hong Kong more competitive in the world 
market of tourism and with the trend of moving to an information technology era, the 
HKTA is working on developing an on-line booking system. 
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CHAPTER III 
INTERNET MARKETING FOR TOURISM 
III.a. Traditional Method of Tourism Promotion 
Tourism is one of the most important industries in Hong Kong. It is related to 
many businesses such as airlines, hotels, food and beverage, retailing as well as 
entertainment. Therefore, marketing Hong Kong as a tourist attraction is extremely 
crucial to our economy. And that is why Hong Kong Tourist Association was set up. 
In the past, the most widely used way of marketing to promote tourism was 
the printed brochure. But tourists come from all parts of the world, the marketing and 
advertising in this traditional communication channel is very expensive and can only 
reach a small percentage of the global population who can afford to visit other 
countries. 
Ill.b. Internet — The Most Important Mass Medium 
Facilitated by the wide availability of browsers and web server software, the 
Internet becomes the most important, and potentially most effective communication 
and marketing medium the world has ever seen. One of the first criteria for a mass 
medium is that it has the potential to reach a very large audience, and the Internet hits 
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this in spades. In fact, it is amazing how quickly the Internet has become a mass 
medium. In four years, the Internet users have grown to reach 50 million. Now 
approximately 150 million people use the Internet globally, with projection surpassing 
300 million users by the year 2005. 
America Online and Roper Starch Worldwide conducted a survey of 1,000 
people in the U.S. who subscribe to online and Internet services from home. 50% of 
those surveyed said that the Internet is a necessity, and two-thirds of Internet users 
would rather give up their phone or TV than Internet access. This illustrates the 
effectiveness of Internet marketing over television or other mass media. Furthermore, 
the Internet might actually have more allure than television. According to a Simmons 
online usage study, 37.1% of active web surfers say they watch less television than 
they did before they got access to the Internet. Only 4.9% reported watching more. 
The study also discovered that two-third of the people who access the Internet spend 
at least 10 hours a month online. 
III.c. The World Wide Web (WWW) 
One of the most popular channels of marketing by Internet is using World 
Wide Web (WWW). W W W has opened up opportunities for commercial 
organizations to promote and sell their products and services using the Internet. Some 
of the examples are "Amazon.com" (http://www.amazon.com) for selling books and 
music, “Ebay Auction" (http://www.Ebay.com) in running online auctions. There are 
now many national and regional organizations, and tourism operators using the 
W W W to promote their region and tourist attractions. Hawaii is an excellent example 
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of a country providing a wide variety of tourism information on the WWW in a highly 
professional format. Th Hawaii Visitors Bureau (http://www.visit.hawaii.org) 
provides a lot of information of interest to the tourists. 
Ill.d. Advantage of WWW 
The nearest equivalent promotional tool to WWW available for marketing 
tourism is the printed brochure. However WWW provides many advantages over this 
traditional tool. 
First, WWW pages generally reach far more people than brochures. For 
example, HKTA's web site attracted about 280,000 visitors in average per month in 
1999. This is considerably greater than most printed brochure distribution 
Second, the WWW has no problem with distribution. Once the information 
has been prepared it is accessed with little additional effort on the part of the provider. 
Brochures have to be posted or couriered to a wide variety of outlets. 
Third, the W W W cost per access is much lower than the cost of printing a 
single brochure. Also W W W page development is generally cheaper then designing a 
brochure. 
" Fourth, errors are more easily corrected on W W W pages than in printed 
brochures. If an error is detected in a WWW page it can be immediately corrected, 
and accesses after that time will be to the correct information. If an error is detected in 
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a printed brochure, the error cannot be corrected until the next printing. The cost of 
printing means that the brochures generally continue to be distributed even if an error 
has been found. 
Another advantage is that WWW pages can provide an interactive facility. At 
the simplest level, interactive means that the users can click on various text or graphic 
choices on a web page to move from one part of the site to another. More interactions 
can be created when the user is given several options to choose. On the other hand, 
brochures have no such capability. Readers only turn the page and read so it is a quite 
passive media. 
IlI.e. HKTA's Web Site 
In May 1988, HKTA's web site "Hong Kong - City of Life" 
(http://www.hkta.org) was launched as a part of the global marketing campaign. 
Enriched with multi-media options and the latest technologies, the web site 
quadrupled its traffic within a year. By April 1999, it was attracting on average 12 
million hits a month (equivalent to one million page views, or 280,000 visitors) from 
overseas countries. 
To overcome the language barrier, HKTA has produce tailor-made local 
language content that covers 10 countries and markets. In Asia, web pages have been 
created specially to cover Mainland China (in Simplified Chinese), Japan, Taiwan and 
Southeast Asia. There are also home pages for other markets in the U.S., Canada, 
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United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, France and Germany. Additional home 
pages in other languages include those in Spanish, Russia and Korea. 
In HKTA's web site, Hong Kong is positioned as one of the world's great 
cities, a unique destination with extraordinary contrasts and vibrant energy and a 
contemporary, high-tech center. This is the passive side of mass marketing function of 
the WWW. 
For the interactive side, the web site also grabs attention and responses 
through newsletter to subscribers, competitions, virtual tours, games, special hotel 
offers and joint promotions, all aimed at potential visitors as well as the travel 
industry and media in many markets. 
Ill.f. Why Marketing Destinations Online is Important to the Tourism Industry 
The importance of one-to-one marketing online is revealed by the recent 
trends in the travel and tourism industry. As Hong Kong become part of China, 
together with the relaxation of the daily quota of entry procedures, the 2000 figures 
reflected a strong growth in the short-haul market. It is particularly noted by the 28% 
increase in arrivals from South Korea, 18.1% from Mainland China and 17.7% from 
Japan. 
Moreover, there is a trend towards shorter stay, marked by a 10.7% decrease 
from an average of 3.36 nights in 1999 to 3 nights in 2000. In terms of spending, 
though the Americas continue to be the highest spenders last year, those from the 
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Mainland are catching up fast, accounting for the highest growth in spending with a 
rise of 10.5%. 
Not only in Hong Kong, but the general tourism industry has been 
characterized by dramatic changes over the last few years. The trends are toward more 
frequent, but shorter travel, last-minute reservations, service quality, global advice, 
market transparency and a type of self-service mentality. We believe the WWW 
would be the most efficient and suitable way to twist the trend from a shorter travel 
and last-minute reservations to a longer stay and well-planned itinerary. 
In the travel and tourism industry, the products do not exist when they are 
purchased. Travel is information at the point of sales because what travelers get is the 
right to the product, a hotel room or an airline flight in the future. The decision to visit 
a place is solely based on the information available to the tourist. As information 
technology is shaping peoples' lives, those information demanded by tourists is made 
available on the Internet, especially on the World Wide Web. It is a fact that if your 
destination is not on the web, it may well be ignored by millions of people who have 
access to the Internet. There is no doubt that the web becomes the new destination 
marketing battlefield. 
Being a global medium, the web is the ideal tool for promoting tourism, 
particularly destinations. More than costing the same for giving out information 
across the border or over the continent, it is a multi-media experience. The web is 
capable of delivering information in the form of text, images, graphics, pictures, and 
even sound and video. 
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In order to generate sustainable competitive advantage with the use of the web, 
the only way is to provide better information experience to potential travelers. 
Possessing specialist knowledge in selling Hong Kong as a product to tourists, and 
being in the industry for about half a century, the HKTA is the organization that best 
understand consumers' needs. It should be the right body to give a better surfing 
experience for potential travelers. 
Ill.g. Extending the Usefulness of WWW 
So far, it is noted that HKTA uses the web page mainly for providing 
information and distributing messages to large groups of people from other parts of 
the world. This is mass marketing and many other countries or regions do the same. In 
order to attract more tourists to visit Hong Kong, HKTA should extend the usefulness 
of the web site by providing some tailor-made services to the potential visitors when 
they plan their traveling. This extends the use of WWW from mass marketing to one-
to-one marketing. This also makes use of the concept of customer relationship 
management (CRM) which is very popular and becoming the main concern now. 
One-to-one marketing focuses on the creation of messages for individuals. The 
Internet is the best medium available for this because the Internet uses computer. Web 
sites "sit" on computers. And computers can use database to collect, store, and 
retrieve data. Hence, the web site becomes a powerful marketing tool for one-to-one 
marketing. The rationale is that a web surfer will be asked about his or her preference 
by some specific questions. Then, again using databases, a personalized page of 
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information designed just for the individual can be created. This can build a 
relationship with each visitor. 
Therefore, in order to attract more tourists to visit Hong Kong, an intelligent 




ITINERARY PLANNING MODEL 
IV.a. Requirement for Itinerary Planning Model 
As the Itinerary Planning Model is based on the concept of one-to-one 
marketing mentioned above, the rationale is the same. First of all, input about the 
potential tourists' preference is needed. Besides, a database containing all the product 
profile is created. Then a matching process is conducted by comparing the input with 
the database, resulting in an output that is tailor-made. Finally the potential tourists 
can review and amend the items in the output, giving feedback to the web site, where 
the matching, output and feedback processes are repeated again and again until the 




REQUIREMENT FOR ITINERARY PLANNING MODEL 
INPUT 
1) Direct Input f i a t a r a q i ? 
(preferences & DATABASE 
tourist profile) ^ , 
Product profile 
2) Browsing Behaviour  
T • 
MATCHING 
1) Matching Rules ^  
e.g. 16 hours per day itinerary 
2) Matching Score Calculation 








There are two sources of input. One is the direct input. The potential tourists 
who are planning to visit Hong Kong clicks into the Itinerary Planning Model in 
HKTA's web site, then input their profile such as age and their preference when they 
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tour around Hong Kong. Another source of input is the browsing behavior that can be 
observed during their surfing of the web site. 
2. Database 
The product profile of the Itinerary Planning Model is attraction sites in Hong 
Kong. To increase the ease for selecting, the attraction sites will be categorized 
according to their functional purpose and activity, such as shopping, sightseeing, 
entertainment and heritage. Description and photo can be linked to each site so as to 
provide more information and increase the attractiveness to the potential travelers 
when making their choices. 
3. Matching 
The matching process is done by comparing the input from the potential 
visitors with the database of attraction sites of the HKTA, then matching score is 
calculated according to some matching rules, which are discussed in detail in the 
coming sections. It is estimated that the computational time should be less than four 
seconds as high speed is one of the major concerns when people surf in the Internet. 
4. Output 
After the matching process, the output is created. The output of the Itinerary 
Planning Model is a tailor-made tour schedule with budget, which is based on the 
interest and preference of the potential traveler. The schedule will suggest the day and 
time of visiting particular tourist spots, together with the mode of transportation and 
the approximate amount of money to be spent. With this schedule, the travelers can 
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fully utilize their time, enjoy greater pleasure by meeting their preferences and have a 
proper traveling budget. 
5. Feedback 
If the potential visitors do not satisfy with the proposed schedule, they can 
amend or delete the items they do not like, with explanation. This response in return 
will initiate the matching process, so that a new schedule will be set up according to 
the reason given, following the matching rules. These steps will go on until the 
potential visitors have complete consent with the proposed itinerary. 
IV.b. The Input Process 
As mentioned before, the input process includes two parts, direct input of 
tourist's profile and preferences, and his browsing behavior. It works in a very 
systematic and statistical way as described in Figure 2. 
Step 1 
The first step in the input process would allow the customer to specify some of 
his demographic information such as age (e.g. younger than 35 or older than 36) and 
sex. It also includes some details of the trip like his arrival and departure dates, as 
well as his companion (e.g. friends, elderly, boy/girl friend, couple with child, couple 
without child). 
‘• Step2 
The second step would have the customer expresses his interests regarding 
spending pattern (e.g. luxury or economical) and visiting style (e.g. crowded or quiet). 
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He can either choose to like or do not like certain characteristics or even do not care 
about the options provided. 
Step 3 
The system would then base on the information he provides, together with a 
track record of his browsing behavior regarding the product profile on the web (e.g. 
peak, Ocean Park) to propose the most popular attractions that fit with his preferences 
and interests. The customer has the option to deny the suggested destinations, and the 
system would go to the next step. 
Step 4 
The fourth step would allow the customer to present his interests in four main 
categories of activities, shopping, heritage, sightseeing and entertainment. He can 
choose five different levels of interests towards each activity, namely My Favorite, I 
like it, OK, Only if time allowed, and I do not like it. Each of these choices would be 
represented by a score, with 4 for My Favorite, 3 for I like it, 2 for Only if time 
allowed，and 0 for I do not like it. 
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FIGURE 10 
INPUT PROCESS FOR ITINERARY PLANNING MODEL 
" A ^ Young (<35) 
Sex: Female ^ 
Arrival day: 20 Day 11 Month 
Departure day: 22 Day 11 Month 
Companion: (can choose more than one) 
Friends Elderly Boy/girl friend 
Couple without child '^ ••••^ -CQ l^e w i t h c h U d ^ 
T  
Spending pattern: Luxury I like it 
Economical I like it 
d H don't  
Visiting style: Crowded I like it 
Quiet I like it  
cC^l don't c a r e ^ ^  
T 
Browsing behavior 
(Peak / Ocean Park) 
Y  
Most popular attractions in Hong Kong: 
Peak Y ( 2 ) 
Ocean Park Y 
y 
My Favorite I like it OK Only if time allowed I don ' t like it 
Shopping 4 � 2 1 0 
Heritage 4 2 0 
Sightseeing 3 2 ^ ^ 0 
Entertainment 3 1 0 
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IV.c. Conversion of Hours to Numbers and Types of Travel Session 
How do these scores work? The system would base on these scores and travel 
hours to suggest different allocation of hours into travel categories. Refer to the 
Figure 3，for example, if the tourist is staying for two days, with the assumption that 
he would need 8 hours of sleep each day, the total travel hours that he has is equal to 
32 hours (2 x 16). Suppose that he would need 1 hour for lunch and 1 hour for dinner 
per day, his total dining time during these two days would be 4 hours. Subtracting 
these 4 hours from his total travel time of 32 hours would result in his net travel hours, 
which equals to 28 hours. 
Based on this net travel hours, the system would work with his choice of 
preferences considering the four travel categories to allocate time for each kind of 
activities. Say, his scores of preferences are 3 (I like it) for shopping, 1 (Only if time 
allowed) for heritage, 4 (My Favorite) for sightseeing, and 2 (OK) for entertainment. 
Then the time dedicated to shopping would be calculated by multiplying the net travel 
hours (28 hours) with the score of that category (3) divided by the sum of scores he 
had (1+2+3+4), which equals to 8.4 hours. The time of other categories are also 
calculated in the same way, resulting in 2.8 hours allocated to heritage, 11.2 hours to 
sightseeing, and 5.6 hours to entertainment. 
The system would determine the travel sessions for each day by splitting up 5 
hours for morning activities, 5 hours in the afternoon, and 4 hours for the evening 
session, together with the 2 hours for lunch and dinner, the sum of hours would be 
equal to 16 travel hours per day. 
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There are three rules to follow in proposing the itinerary. First, it has to avoid 
two sessions of identical content in a day. Second, the session sequence should 
depend on the preferences of activities with the most preferred one arranged in the 
first session. Third, the system would try to arrange equal time on three major 




CONVERSION OF HOURS TO NUMBERS AND TYPES AND TRAVEL 
SESSION 
1. Duration: 2 days “ 
2. Total travel hours: 2 x 16 = 32 hours 
3. Net travel hours: = 32 - 4 x (1 hour for each meal) 
= 2 8 hours 
4. Allocation of hours into travel categories: 
Shopping = 28 [ 3 / (4+3+2+1) ] = 8.4 hours 
Heritage = 28 [ 1/(4+3+2+1) ] = 2.8 hours 
Sight-seeing = 28 [ 4/ (4+3+2+1) ] = 11.2 hours 
Entertainment = 28 [ 2/(4+3+2+1) ] = 5.6 hours 
5. Determination of travel session: 
a.m. session = 5 hours 
p.m. session = 5 hours 
evening session = 4 hours 
lunch = 1 hour 
dinner = 1 hour 
Rules: 
a) avoid two sessions of identical content in a day 
b) the session sequence depends on the preferences of activities with the most 
preferred on arranged in the first session 
c) try to arrange equal time on HK Island, Kowloon and New Territories 
^ ^ Day 1 Day 2 
a.m. Sightseeing (Kin) Heritage+Sightseeing (NT) 
Shopping (HK) Sightseeing (NT) 
evening Entertainment (HK) Shopping (Kin) 
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Step 5 
After giving the scores to show his preferences toward each activity, the 
customer would be allowed to choose the products (specific activities) under each of 
the four categories that he is interested to visit. He can either put a tick on those 
activities that he is most willing to do or put a cross on those that he definitely does 
not want to go. He can also put a tick on the column Not Specify to indicate that he 
has no special preference regarding a particular activity. Examples of these activities 
are listed in Figure 4，such as Arts & craft under Shopping, Museum under Sightseeing, 
Drama and operas under Entertainment and Religious sites under Heritage. 
Particularly, there is a sub-section if the customer put a tick on Religious sites. He can 
further specify the kind of religion (e.g. Catholic, Christianity, Buddhism) that he 
wants to explore by ticking or crossing his choice of preference. 
Step 6 
The system would then search for attractions that best match his interests to 
generate the first output, that is an itinerary plan customized to the visitor. The 
proposed schedule would detail the time suggested to spend on a particular activity 
each day, the travel time from leaving the hotel to the attraction site, as well as the 
walking time that the customer needs. The customer can also access pictures and 
descriptions of the suggested sites by clicking the hyperlink provided. Within the 
schedule would also have the cumulative time and the budget computed for each day. 
The budget would be in terms of US dollar as the international currency. 
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FIGURE 10 
EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES  
Categories C h o i c e s ^ Option 
Shopping (Not specify)  
51) Audio & visual  
52) Art & crafts V 
53) Clothing & furs 
54) Custom tailors  
55) Department stores 
56) General merchandise & miscellaneous goods 
57) Furniture, home decorative & household products 
58) Jewelry & watches  
59) Leather goods  
SIO) Optical goods — 
Sightseeing (Not specify)  
11) View o f H K — V — 
12) Green tour  
13) Museum V — 
14) Events  
Entertainment (Not specify)  
E l ) Sports 一 V 
E2) Playground (Ocean Park)  
E3) Horseracing  
E4) Drama & operas ^ 
E5) Night time entertainment  
Heritage (Not specify)  
HI) Neolithic sites V 
H2) Colonial buildings  
H3) Religious sites ^  
H4) Ethnic Chinese | 




Day 1 (a.m.) Activity Link Travel time/ 
Walking time 
0800- 1030 Hotel (HK I s l a n d ) “ ~ 0.5 / 2 hours  
To A3 (Lantau) D e s c n ^ n  
1030- 1300 F ? ^ A 3 (Lantau) ， , 0.5 / 2 hours  
To A l ( H K I s l L ) Photographs  
Cumulative time = 2.5 + 2.5 二 hours 
Budget 二 US$ 
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IV.d. How does the Matching Process Work 
The matching process is a key step in generating the itinerary schedule. 
Though to the traveler, the computation time is just 4 seconds, the mechanism behind 
is complex enough to explain in more detail. Please refer to the Figure 5 below for the 
following descriptions. 
(Step 1) Let 's pick Sightseeing as an example, after the customer "ticks" and 
"crosses" the attraction sites that he wants and does not want to visit, the system 
would refer back to his preferences regarding the four categories, Shopping, Heritage, 
Sightseeing and Entertainment. (Step 2) If he has chosen Sightseeing as his favorite 
choice, the system would select from a pool of sightseeing attractions and delete those 
that have conflict with his spending pattern, visiting style, or religions. 
(Step 3) Say, there are five attractions remain, the system would select the one 
that best matches the customer's preference by computing the matching score 
between visitors and each of the sightseeing attractions and their overall dissimilarity. 
There are three governing factors to find the best-matched attraction, namely, 
Matching Score, Dissimilarity and Popularity Rating. The computation of the 
matching score is complicated and would be concisely discussed in later section. To 
put it simple, the lower the matching score, the better the attraction matches the 
visitor's preferences. The dissimilarity refers to the level of difference between the 
attractions, each attraction is given a score, the difference between the scores of two 
attractions reveals how different they are; the highest score is 10 and the smallest is 0, 
the higher the dissimilarity score the greater the difference. These scores in the form 
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of a matrix will be transferred to a Unidimensional Scale Index (UDS Index) for each 
attraction site by A Nonlinear Programming Approach to Metric Unidimensional 
Scaling Model. Popularity rating is another score that shows how popular the 
attractions are to visitors in general, the highest score is 5 whereas the smallest is 1. 
The lower the score, the more popular the attraction. 
An example of two types of Sightseeing attraction sites, "City by Foot" and 
"Museum", is shown in Figure 6 of how the popularity rating is computed. Let 's take 
the “City by Foot" category for instance, nine attractions are put under this category. 
The matrix shows the pairwise dissimilarity between each of the two sites. Say, the 
UDS Index for the site "Back Streets of Central by the Mid-Levels Escalator" is 10 
and that for "Cheung Chau" is 0，then their difference 10 reveals that the sites are 
considered totally different, as the “Back Streets of Central by the Mid-Levels 
Escalator" is a kind of modern walk whereas "Cheung Chau" is a natural and rural 
spot. Scores on the diagonal from the top left-hand corner are all zeros because they 
represent the dissimilarity between the same attraction site so that they are no 
difference at all. All the dissimilarity ratings in the form of matrix will be input in the 
Unidimensional Scaling Model to generate the UDS Index for each attraction sites, 
and the difference between the UDS Index of each attraction site shows their level of 
dissimilarity. The scores for attraction sites under "Museum" are computed in the 
same manner explained above. 
‘‘ (Step 4) To illustrate the selection process, we choose five attraction sites 
from Figure 6 as an example, where "Back Street of Central by the Mid-level 
Escalator" is A l , "Central and Western District" is A2, "Cheung Chau" is A3, "Sha 
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Tin Walk" is A4 and "The Peak to Pokfulam" is A5. The selection process would start 
by first determining the acceptable matching score, say 2, and then consider those 
attractions that have matching score lower than 2，which includes all except attraction 
2. (Step 5) Among the four choices, attractions with the best/smallest matching score 
would be chosen (A3). (Step 6) If tie appears, the system would select the more 
popular one according to popularity rating. 
(Step 7) Since the system is searching an attraction for the morning session, 
the next step would be checking whether the selected attraction opens in the morning. 
(Step 8) If yes, travel time and walking time would be computed to generate the total 
time required; otherwise the system would go back to step 4 and find another 
attraction with matching score below 2. (Step 9) When the attraction is chosen, the 
cumulative total time needed to visit the site would be computed, which is equal to 
2.5. 
(Step 10) If cumulative total time is less than the session time of 5 hours, the 
attraction (A3) would be accepted and the system would iterate until the cumulative 
total time for all accepted attractions is greater than the session time. ( S t e p l l ) The 
iteration would begin after an attraction is successfully accepted and be scheduled in 
the itinerary. The system would then search for the next attraction with acceptable 
matching score that is most different f rom the selected. It would again go back to step 
7 to check the opening time of the attraction; if it matches, the system would follow to 
go to step 8, 9, 10 and stop until the cumulative total time for all accepted attractions 





Example: Session 1 = sight-seeing (a.m.) 
1) Select sight-seeing attractions. [A1 — A5] 
2) Delete attractions inconsistent with spending pattern, visiting style or religions. 
[A1 - A 5 ] 
3) Compute the matching score between visitors and each "sightseeing" attractions 
and their overall dissimilarity: 
2 2.08 0.72 1.32 1.2 (Matching score) 
A1 S A3 M A5 
10 7 0 3 1 (Dissimilarity) 
3 4 1 5 3 (Popularity Rating) 
4) Determine the acceptable matching score M* = 2 and only consider M ^ M * = 2 
[Al , A3, A4, A5] 
5) Select the attraction with best (smallest) matching score. [A3] 
6) If tie appears, choose the more popular (smallest) one according to popularity 
rating. 
7) Check whether the selected attraction opens in a.m. [Yes] 
8) If Yes, compute total time = travel time + walking time; otherwise go back to (4) 
[total time = 0.5 +2 = 2.5] 
9) Compute cumulative total time. [CTT = 2.5] 
10) If cumulative total time session time = 5 hours, accept the attraction [A3] and 
iterate (11) until the cumulative total time for all accepted attractions ^ s e s s i o n 
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time = 5 hours 
11) Find the next attraction with acceptable matching score, which is most different 
from selected attractions according to the Unidimensional Scaling Model [Al] , 
then go back to ( 7 ) — — • (7) = yes - > (8) = 2.5 - • ( 9 ) = 5 - > ( 1 0 ) = stop 
FIGURE 6 
COMPUTATION OF UNIDIMENSIONAL SCALE (UDS) INDEX 
City by Foot  
Attraction sites Similarity/Dissimilarity Matrix Popularity 
— ~ 7 T 2 \ 5\ 4\ 5\ 6\ 7\ 8\ 9 
1 I Back Streets of Central by the 0 ~ 3 10 10 ~ 7 10 10 " " " 9 ~ T 0 3 
Mid-Levels Escalator 
" ^ C e n t r a l and Western District ~ 3 ~ ~ 0 ~ T 0 ~ T 0 9 8 4 
丁 Cheung Chau ~TO~TO “ 0 f^TO 6 8 9 10 一 1 
T " Lamma Island "TO~TO 1 0 ~ 1 0 7 8 ~ 9 ~ 1 0 1 
~T~ Sha Tin Walk 7 ~ 7 " T 0 ~ 1 0 0 9 10 10 6 5 
Stanley " T O ^ T O 6 7 9 0 7 7 9 一 1 
~T~T a i Tarn Reserviors ~10~T 0 8 8 ~ T 0 7 0 7 ~T 0 一 4 
1 The Peak to Pokfulam ~ 9 ~ 9 ~ 9 9 10 7 ~~7 ~ ~ O " ! ^ 3 — 
T " [Yau Ma Tei and Mong Kok lo| 8| lo| lo| 6| 9) lo| lo| o| 1 
UPS Index 10 7 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 | 
Museums - Heritage, Culture & Natural History Museums 
Attraction sites Similarity/Dissimiiarity matrix Popularity 
1 I Flagstaff House Museum of Tea 0 10 10 8 10 6 8 5 10 8 8 4 
Ware 
2 Hong Kong Museum of Coastal 10 0 10 10 4 4 10 8 10 10 10 5 
Defence 
Hong Kong Racing Museum — ~fO 10 0~T0 10 9 10 10 10 10 10 5 
T " L a w Uk Folk Museum ~ 8 10 l O l 10 6 5 6 10 5 1 2 
Police Museum 10 4 T O " T O 1 0 10~l0~10 3 
6 Hong Kong Museum of History 6 4 9 6 5 0 5 2 8 4 4 1 
Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb Museum 10 5 0 5 10 9 9 2 
8 Hong Kong Heritage Museum 5 8 10 6 10 2 5 0 10 3 4 1 
9 Hong Kong Railway Museum 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 10 0 10 10 3 
W Sam Tung Uk Museum " ~ 8 T 0 ~ 1 0 5 TO 9 3 10 0 5 2 
11 |sheung Yiu Folk Museum 8丨 lo| lo| l | lo| 4! 9 4 10 5 0 2 
UPS Index 10 0 0 2 0 4 2 5 0 2 2 
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Step 7 
An itinerary would be proposed when the matching process is completed. It is 
open to the tourist to either accept or reject to visit the suggested attractions. Refer to 
Figure 7, if the visitor reject, he would be asked for reasons of rejection and the 
system would respond with the most appropriate solution. Three scenarios are 
pictured, first, if the visitor rejects because he has visited the site before or he actually 
like it but prefer sites with other features. The system would solve the problem by 
finding an attraction which is most different from this particular attraction within the 
same category. Second, if the visitor has too many activities in the session, the system 
would delete the rejected activity and adjust the time accordingly. Third, if the visitor 
does not like the kind of activity i.e. sightseeing, the system would ask him to replace 
it with the remaining three categories and then find the attraction with the best 




Which attractions do you accept/reject? 
A3 ( 3 ) / N 
^ Y / � 
y 
Reason of rejection: Solution: 
1.1 have visited this site before OR 1. Find an attraction that is most 
I like it, but I prefer sites with other different from this particular attraction 
features. within the same category. 
2 .1 have too many activities in this 2. Delete this particular activity and 
session. adjust the time accordingly. 
3 .1 don't like this kind of activity. 3. Find the attraction with the best 
Replaced by matching score from the self-chosen 
- S h o p p i n g category. 
- H e r i t a g e 
- Entertainment 
(Sightseeing) ^ ^ ^ — 
IV.e. A Matching Approach to Itinerary Planning 
The following section explains in detail a framework to match attraction sites 
with tourists. 
1. Hierarchy of Matching 
„ There are two levels of matching. Level one is the "principle" where no 
compromise exists, that is the criteria has to be strictly followed. For example, the 
visiting style, spending pattern, religious sites, types of activities and opening hour of 
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attractions belong to this level. Level two is the matching from which matching score 
are calculated. The matching process is based on other attributes, such as tourist 's 
demographic and preference, and the features of attractions, etc. 
2. Matching Process 
First level of matching - Principle 
As discussed above, no matching score is calculated in this level. First of all, a 
product/tourist profile will be created, refer to Figure 8. In this example, we choose 
five attraction sites f rom Figure 6，where "Back Street of Central by the Mid-level 
Escalator" is A l , "Central and Western District" is A2, "Cheung Chau" is A3, "Sha 
Tin Walk" is A4 and "The Peak to Pokfulam" is A5. So the product/tourism profile is 
formed by stating the facts about each attraction sites. The facts include the 
followings: 
(a) Classification 
Which categories such as sightseeing, shopping or museum, the attraction sites 
belong to; 
(b) Popularity rating 
Marks from one to five are given to each attraction sites ("1" being the most 
popular and "5" being the least popular), according to survey done; 
(c) Opening hours 
They are divided into three sections — morning, afternoon and evening. If the 
attraction site is open in a particular section, “1” will be entered in that section, 
otherwise “0” will be given to indicate closure; 
(d) Duration 
The number of hours that has to be spent in touring around the attraction site; 
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(e) Travel time 
This is the time of transportation from one destination to the other destination. 
This will be determined according to the different starting points of the tourist. 
(f) Travel style 
This consists of two sub-sections, one is quiet/crowded and the other is 
luxury/economical. Each attraction sites will be assigned a number in both 
sub-sections, following the survey done by travel experts. In quiet/crowded 
sub-section, "1" represents quiet, “2” represents crowded while “1 or 2" 
means both. In luxury/economical sub-section, "1" represents luxury, "2" 
represents economical while “1 or 2" means both. Then this will be compared 
with the requirement of the tourist. Only the attraction sites match exactly the 
need of the tourist are chosen in the next level of matching process. 
FIGURE 8 
EXAMPLE OF PRODUCT/TOURIST PROFILE 
, , , I 「 ， P o p u l a r i t y Q P _ g hours | D _ i o n | Travel ' 二 Style 
Attraction Classification ^^ating a.m. p.m. Even 丁丨 me Q u f 丨遍 ury/ 
-ing crowded economical 
Al FTs 3 i i i r2 r ^ 2 
A2 I + S 4 1 1 1 2-3 1 or 2 1 or 2 
A3 1 + M 1 1 1 1 3-4 广 d 2 1 or 2 
A4 1 + S 5 1 1 1 2-3 determined ( � � ^ 2 
A5 I I 3 I 1 1 I 0 I 2-3 1 2 
Code: I=sightseeing 1 = open r.t ？ 
^ - &WUIL •uu 1IL± lil HI i_LL liu iJLL iJU u -I •!• 
S=shopping 0 = not open Tourist 1 or 2 1 or 2 1 
M=museum 两 喝 顯 ： 熟 遍 … 
=crowded ^economical 
or 2 = all 
Second level of matching - Calculation of Matching Scores 
To select the most suitable attraction sites for the potential tourist, matching 
scores are calculated when the product and tourist profiles are created and compared. 
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Step 1 - Scores from Product Attributes 
First, all the attraction sites are given marks from 1 (most suitable) to 5 (most 
unsuitable), to show how suitable they are for each sub-category in each activity. 
Taking the Figure 9 as an example, in the activity of sightseeing - City by Foot, II 
represents view of Hong Kong, 12 being the green tour and 13 be the museum. After 
that, tourist's preference in each sub-category is taken into consideration. The sub-
category on which tourist does not comment (with "0" given) can be ignored. For 
other sub-category that the tourist either like (with mark "1") or not like (with mark 
"5"), the difference of marks between tourist preference and the product attribute is 
calculated, producing D1 and D3. As each sub-category has its own weights within its 
activity, these marks have to be multiplied by the respective weights, i.e. vl and v3. 
Adding these weighted marks together, each attraction site comes with a total mark D, 
which is also the standard D. Finally the standard D will be multiplied by product 




CALCULATION OF SCORES FROM PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES 
P r o d u c t A t t r i b u t e s (w 1=0 .4) 
Sightseeing - City by Foot 美^ of 
--ttiSmtce  
A t t r a c t i " ^ II (v l=0.4) 12 (v2=0) 13 (v3=0.6) D1 D3 ~ m * v l + D3*v3 = D (=Std D) Std D*wl 
^ 3 5 3 2 2 ^ 12 2 (18 
A2 2 5 2 1 3 0.4 1.8 2.2 0.88 
A3 1 2 2 0 3 0 1.8 1.8 0.72 
A4 4 4 4 3 1 1.2 0.6 1.8 0.72 
A5 I 1 1 5 I 0 0 Q 0 0 0 
f""TouriS' i "0 5""―…i 
Ok^ •——':陋mr� 
applicable 
Step 2 - Scores from Demographics 
In this stage, the Standard D of demographics will be computed. Firstly, each 
attraction sites will be determined if they are suitable for certain age and sex. Refer to 
Figure 10, for example, "1" will be given to attraction sites which is suitable for 
people aged below 35, "2" for age above 35 and "0" for all. For sex, "1" will be given 
to attraction sites suitable for male, "2" for female and "0" for all. Then they are 
compared to tourist preference. And if it is matched, "0" will appear in D1 and D2. If 
not, "1" will be given. With these, weighted marks are calculated by multiplying the 
respective weights, vl and v2. Then Standard D will be calculated by adding them up 
and multiplying by four. The reason to have four as the multiplier is to make this 
Standard D comparable to that of product attributes, as the greatest difference 
between the marks of product attributes and tourist preference is four (i.e. five minus 
one), while that of demographic is one. Lastly, this Standard D times the weight of 
demographic, w2, giving the weighted Standard D. 
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FIGURE 10 
CALCULATION OF SCORES FROM DEMOGRAPHICS 
Demographic s (w2=0.3) 
Attraction Age (v 1-0.5) Sex (v2=0.5) D1 D2 Dl*v l + D3*v3 = D Std D (=D*4) Std D*w2 
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A4 2 2 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 2 0.6 
A5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 攀 ； r "  
I 
[""Tourist" 2 \ ] 
I — — ； — " _ _ 
I « below 35 I» male 
2'"above 35 2 » female 
0 - for all 0 = for all 
Step 3 — Scores from Companion 
The third step is to calculate the Standard D for companion. With reference to 
Figure 11, first, each attraction sites will be given marks if they are suitable for 
touring alone, with friends, with boy or girl friend, with elderly, with child or without 
child. If it is suitable, "1" will be given. If it is not suitable, "0" will be assigned. Then 
comparing the actual companionship of tourist, “0” will be given to matching 
condition while "1" for not matching, forming D l . D1 will be multiply by the weight, 
vl in this case and then by four (same reason as given in Step 3 above) to create the 




CALCULATION OF SCORES FROM COMPANION 
Companion (w3=0.3) 
^ (V 卜 1) 
Attraction Single Friends Elderly �二(^d Dl*v l=D ( 二 ） S t d D*w3 
a 1 i i i i i o i 4 12 
A2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 4 1.2 
A3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
A4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
A5 0 1 0 0 1 0 I 1 I 4 I 1.2 
1= suitable “ 0 « u _ 晴 、 ‘Matdi=0 
N o t : l 
�…T7)_irr_i7t- … … - … r — ] 
1 = yes ” • - 0 = no : ™ 
Step 4 - Total Scores 
The final step will be adding all the weighted Standard Ds up. Each attraction 
sites have a final scores. Figure 12 shows the final scores computed from the above 
example. 
FIGURE 12 
TOTAL SCORES COMPUTATION 
Attraction Matching Score 
^ = 0 . 8 + 0+1.2 = l o o 
A2 = 0.88 + 0 + 1.2 = 2.08 
A3 = 0.72 + 0 + 0 = 0.72 
A4 = 0.72 + 0.6 + 0 = 1.32 
A5 I = 0 + 0 + 1 . 2 = 1.20 
IV.f. Tourist as Variety Seeker 
In this model, we assume that tourists are variety seekers, that is, they want the 
attraction sites to be as unlike as possible so as to have different experiences. To 
fulfill their needs, each site will be given a comparative rank for 
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similarity/dissimilarity, which will be taken into account when suggesting the 
itinerary. 
The first step of the ranking is to pairwise similarity/dissimilarity ratings on 
sightseeing attraction from travel experts. The range is from “0”，meaning that two 
attractions are identical, to “10”，showing that the attractions are totally dissimilar. 
Then a similarity/dissimilarity matrix is drawn up. Finally, computing from 
Unidimensional Scaling Model accordingly will come up an overall ranking for each 
attraction. 
IV.g. A Buffet Approach to Itinerary Planning 
As an alternative to Itinerary Planning, a Buffer Approach based on the 
concept that allows the visitor to view the full list of attraction sites illustrated in 
Figure 13 below. The visitor would be first asked for the duration that he plans to stay 
in Hong Kong, then he can choose from a list of all possible attractions categorized 
into groups such as Shopping, Sightseeing, Heritage and Entertainment. Within each 
group, the attractions are further divided geographically under Hong Kong Island, 
Kowloon and New Territories, The visitor can choose among three options for each 
attraction, it can be "I like it very much", “ I like it" or "Optional" represented by 3, 2 
and 1 respectively. He can show his preferences by ticking these options with respect 
to each attraction; if he does not tick any option for a particular site, the system would 
assume that he does not care about it. The most popular attraction in each group under 
each region would be marked by an asterisk (*) as additional information to visitors. 
Visitors can access descriptions and pictures of a particular attraction by clicking the 
hyperlink provided in a column next to the options. 
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When the visitor finishes picking the attractions that he has an interest to visit, 
all chosen attraction sites would be gone through a coordination system to create the 




A BUFFET APPROACH TO ITINERARY PLANNING 
How many days do you plan to stay in HK? 
Please choose your preference: ，� 
Options k . , 
-J r-2 r^ Links 
Hong Kong ^  
Island — , 
： V 
AT6 
Shopping Kowloon "A25 Description and 
Photographs 
^ z n 工 : z z 
A36* 
Territories  
u ^ A l 4 
Hong Kong  
Island — 
Sightseeing Kowloon " a ^ ^ Description and 
Photographs 
~ M O 
New ； 
Territories — 1 
Heritage ^  
Entertainment ^ “  
* = Most popular attractions   
Where 
3 = I like it very much 
2 = I like it 





IV.h. Extension - Web-mining 
Besides providing itinerary to the potential tourist on the web, the function of 
the Itinerary Planning Model can be extended to the area of data mining. The 
objective is to understand web visitor's preference and profile. 
The process starts from observing and comparing the browsing behaviors of 
web visitors who try the model as well as who do not try. With the data, such as 
profile and preference, given by the ones who use the model，the unknown profile and 




Hong Kong is a unique destination for traveling among various Asian 
countries. Its tourism industry is its life source, reinforcing the dynamic and 
successful image for which the city is famous around the world. As the most popular 
single destination in Asia, tourism is a top foreign exchange earner, accounting for 
about 5% of the GDP. The tourism industry also employs more than 340,000 people, 
directly and indirectly. 
Because of the importance of tourism industry, Hong Kong should try its best 
to attract as many tourists as possible. Being the official organization to develop the 
tourism industry for the benefit of Hong Kong, HKTA should be responsible for this 
task. Therefore, we recommend an intelligent Itinerary Planning Model, which can be 
incorporated in HKTA's web site and provide value-added service to the potential 
traveler. Because Internet marketing is so popular and works beyond boundary, we 
believe that this will attract potential travelers from all over the world by helping them 
during their planning and decision stage, especially for those who like self-traveling 
style rather than those who join the traveling tour. 
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So far as the practical side of the itinerary planning model are concerned, 
HKTA has to pay attention to the updating procedure for the information of all the 
attraction sites. It has to keep a close and frequent contact with the related parties such 
as museums and shopping arcades for any changes in their respective data, to ensure 
that the latest information will be given out. 
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APPENDIX 
1. Visitors Arrivals 
Year Total Visitors Arrivals 
1990 — 6,580,850 
— 1991 _ 6,795,413 
1992 — 8,010,524 
1993 ~ ~ 8,937,500 
1994 一 9,331,156 
1995 一 10,199,994 
1996 — 11,702,735 
1997 10,406,261 
— 1998 - 9,574,711 
1999 一 11,328,272 
2000 13,059,477 
2. Visitor Arrivals by Major Countries - 1999 & 2000 
Country/Territory of Residence Visitor Arrivals 
一 1999 % I 2000 % 
The Americas 1,155,313 10.2 1,295,908 9.9 
Europe, Africa and the Middle East 1,149,068 10.1 1 , 2 2 3 , 1 0 3 9 X " 
Australia, New Zealand and South 361,622 32 416,766 
Pacific 
North Asia 1,465,086" 12.9 1,755,056 ~13：4~ 
South & Southeast Asia 1,510,865~ 13.3 "17747,133 13.4 
Taiwan 2 , 0 6 3 , ^ 18.2 2,385,739 " T s l " 
Macau — 416，839— 3.7 449,947 
Mainland 3,206,452 28.3 3,785,845 29.0 
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3. Tourism Receipts 
Year Total Tourism Receipts ( H K $ M i l i i o i ^ 
1990 “ 39,251 
1991 39,607 
1992 48,390 
1993 “ 60,026 
1994 “ 64,263 
1995 “ 74,914 
1996 — 84,520 
1997 一 72,086 . 
1998 - 55,251 
1999 - 56,242 
2000 61,514 
4. Total Visitor Spending by Major Market Areas 
Major Market Areas HKSMiUion 
—— 1999 % I 2000 % 
The Americas 6 , 0 7 9 . 1 11.2 ~ 6,434.11 10.9 
Europe, Africa and the Middle East ^ ^ 5 , 5 3 0 . 5 1 W 1 5,502.45 ^ 
Australia, New Zealand and South 1,743.71 1,625.17 i T 
Pacific 
North Asia 7,953.55" 14.7 ~~7；921.20 13.4 
South & Southeast Asia — 7,051.62 13.0 7 , 3 6 5 . 6 9 1 2 4 " 
Taiwan “ 11,294.43 ~ W 11,431.69 J T g T 
Macau “ 610.39 T T 723.62 ~ T 2 " 
Mainland 14,012.31 25.8 18,288.19 30.8 
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5. Per Capita Visitor Spending by Major Market Areas 
Major Market Areas HK$ 
1999 I 2000 
The Americas — 5,262 4,965 
Europe, Africa and the Middle East 4,813 4,499 
Australia, New Zealand and South Pacific 4,822 3,899 
North Asia 5,429 
South & Southeast Asia 4,667 A^TTl 
Taiwan 5,475 A ^ m 
Macau 一 1,464 — 1,608 
Mainland 4,370 4,831 
6. Total and Per Capita Visitor Spending by Expenditure Category - All Markets 
Expenditure Category Total Spending (HKSMillion) 
1999 % I 2000 % 
Shopping 一 27 ,391：^ 5 0 . r 29,735.00 50.2" 
Hotel Bills — 13,563,67" 25.0 “ 15,362.56 25.9 
Meals Outside Hotels 7,700.46 142 8,467.78 R T 
Entertainment 972.66 1.8 1,117.52 T ^ 
Tours — 1,650.3丁 3.0" 1,282.7?" I T 
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